Abstract. It is generally held that clausal temporal, aspectual and modal features, when encoded morphologically, are expressed by or on clausal heads. However nominals and modifiers within NP can also be inflected for tense, aspect and modal features interpreted with respect to the clausal predication rather than with respect to the nominal argument itself. Such nominals (and dependents within NP) therefore contribute syntactic tense, aspect and mood features to the clause, but do not themselves have syntactically active TAM features. Building on previous work we show how a simple account of this phenomenon can be given in the lexicalist, constraint-based theory of LFG. In particular, the use of inside-out function application in LFG permits us to capture directly the role of nominal morphology in defining clausal TAM properties without recourse to derivational or feature passing mechanisms.
Introduction
A standard assumption in linguistic theory is that features relevant to the clause as a whole are associated with a clausal head. In more concrete terms, this translates into the assumption that clausal features such as tense/aspect/mood (henceforth TAM) are encoded by verbs, verb-like auxiliary elements or particles. Indeed, some go so far as to assert that this association is universally true, that is, that no language expresses tense through nominal morphology:
We begin by answering the immediate objection that the existence of diversity invalidates arguments for universal language design.... [T] hough grammatical devices are put to different uses in different languages, the possible pairings are very circumscribed. No language uses noun affixes to express tense [emphasis added - RN & LS] or elements with the syntactic privileges of auxiliaries to express the shape of the direct object" Pinker and Bloom (1990, p. 715) .
However, this assumption is incorrect. In many languages dependent nominals and nominal modifiers may also be inflected for tense, aspect and mood interpreted with respect to the clausal predication. 1 For example, in Chamicuro (Arawak, Peru), the definite article encodes a (clausal) past/non-past tense distinction, independently of the verb (which usually has no tense marking at all) (Parker, 1999) . Note that in (1a, b) the definite article is encliticized phonologically to a consonant-final preceding element, for reasons internal to the language's phonology. Parker (1999) argues convincingly that this is purely phonological cliticization and thus that the article is an independent NP constituent, and not incorporated morphologically into the preceding verb. This is demonstrated by the contrast with (1c, d) in which the preceding verb is vowel-final. Note further that in any case, the preceding element is not always a verb. 2 (1) a. P-aškala£ t-ís=na 2-kill-2.PL=THE(NPST)č amálo. bat 'You (plural) are killing the bat.' (Parker 1999:553, wá£ ni. tomorrow 'They are going to sleep tomorrow. ' (ibid:555, 18) In other languages, the same tense and aspect affixes which appear on verbs may also appear on dependent nominals. In Sirionó (Tupí-Guaraní, Bolivia) suffixes marking clausal tense and aspect may be found on the verb, on a dependent nominal, or on both (Firestone, 1965) . In example (2a) the verb alone is inflected for both past tense and perfective aspect, in (2b) past tense is marked on the nominal and perfective aspect on the verb and in (2c) perfective aspect is 'doubly-marked', appearing on the object noun as well as the verb. Note that Firestone (1965) provides extensive argumentation for the view that these tense/aspect markers are indeed affixes rather than syntactic elements.
(2) a.Áe he ií water osó-ke-rv. go-PAST-PERF 'He went to the water.' (Firestone 1965:35) b. jvkv-ke tiger-PSTú ke-rv. sleep-PERF 'The tiger slept. ' (ibid:35) c.Áe he osó-ke-rv go-PAST-PERF ií-rv. water-PERF 'He went to the water. ' (ibid:35) And in Lardil, a Tangkic (non-Pama-Nyungan) language from northern Australia, most non-subject constituents are inflected with case/tense portmanteau suffixes which vary according to the tense category of the verb (Klokeid 1976 , Hale 1998 give-NFUT 'I gave him a spear ' (ibid:476) The primary purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how this phenomenon of encoding clause-level TAM features on dependent NPs can be given a natural and unified analysis using the model of constructive morphology developed in Nordlinger (1998) within the framework of Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) , and in particular the association of so-called inside-out descriptions with words. This work builds on and extends this previous work on constructive morphology on several levels. Firstly we provide extensive further motivation for the approach from a range of languages from diverse linguistic types. Secondly we show that the phenomenon is not limited to case markers in temporal function (data of the sort treated in Nordlinger's previous work), but extends to include a wide variety of morphological exponents, including the use of 'verbal' TAM affixes on nominals, and cases in which the encoding of clausal TAM features occurs on determiners, or on pronouns alone. As we will see, the constructive morphology approach, developed in the treatment of Australian case marking, extends directly without further refinement to account for all these cases. Thirdly, we show how in some languages, the association of clausal TAM information with nominals deeply embedded within the clause can be straightforwardly and directly captured by the use of inside-out functional uncertainty statements. Finally, we consider some cases which seem to involve a finite element, which would otherwise be the head of the clause, incorporating morphologically into a clausal dependent, that is, true head incorporation as opposed to the (simple!) incorporation of features of the head. Our analysis is presented in section 2, and is followed by a discussion of other theoretical approaches to such phenomena in section 3. In the remainder of this section, however, we discuss the many interesting theoretical issues raised by the phenomenon of dependentencoded clausal TAM, of relevance to any formal syntactic framework.
Firstly, in these languages we find clausal information encoded on dependent nominals and other NP constituents, contrary to the normal assumption that clausal information is associated with the heads of clauses (and/or co-heads or functional categories associated with the verb, such as auxiliaries and particles). Furthermore, as a consequence of this, such tense-inflected nominals are encoded with information that is not relevant to their own semantic interpretation; they are morphologically tensed without being temporally located. As such this phenomenon appears to constitute a counter-example to Bybee's principle of relevance which predicts that a semantic element will only have inflectional expression if its meaning is "highly relevant" to the stem to which it attaches (Bybee, 1985, p. 13) . Consider, for example, the Sirionó example in (2b) above. Here, the object NP morphologically encodes the past tense. However, the semantic predicate over which this past tense has scope -the predicate which is to be temporally located in the past -is not that of the NP ('tiger'), but that of the whole proposition ('the tiger sleeping'). The semantics associated with this example, then, can be informally represented as in (4a), 4 and crucially not as in (4b). This contrast between temporal location of the clause and the NP can be illustrated most clearly by contrasting the languages we are focussing on here with those in which we find morphological encoding of tense on nominals where the nominal is itself temporally located. 5 Consider the following examples from Tariana (Arawak, Brazil) (Aikhenvald to appear): Tariana has two nominal tense suffixes --pena 'FUT' and -miki 'PST'. Unlike the other examples of nominal tense illustrated earlier, these tense markers do not encode the tense of the clause, but rather temporally locate the nominal itself (or, more accurately, the time at which the property denoted by the nominal holds of the referent). In (6), for example, the past tense marker on panisaru 'abandoned village', encodes the fact that the time at which the property of being a village holds of the referent is in the past (i.e. 'ex-village, former village'). That this nominal tense system is distinct from that encoding clausal tense is shown by the fact that the two need not agree in temporal value: in (5), for example, the noun sa 'spouse' is marked with the future tense, while the clause as a whole is marked with the 'remote past, reported evidentiality' clitic -pidana.
There is, therefore, a clear semantic contrast between non-propositional nominal tense and the phenomenon of nominal-marked clausal tense, despite the fact that both are morphologically encoded on nominals. This distinction has important implications for a theoretical analysis of nominal tense marking, since any complete syntactic analysis will need to distinguish between nominal tense which is intrinsic to the NP itself, and that which is morphologically associated with the nominal but semantically interpreted with respect to the clause.
That these nominals are encoded with clause-level TAM also raises the related theoretical issue of how the TAM is to come to be associated with the clause at all. It is generally assumed in most theoretical frameworks that clause-level features percolate in some way through head chains (verbal projections and functional projections appropriate for verbs) and not through argument NPs (e.g. Haegeman (1994, pp. 108-123) ). However, there are some languages in which the TAM marking on dependent NPs is the sole TAM marking for the clause; in these cases the TAM information for the clause is provided only by a dependent NP. Consider again the following examples from Chamicuro, repeated from above. 6 (7) a. P-aškala£ t-ís=na 2-kill-2. PL=THE(NPST)č amálo. bat 'You (plural) are killing the bat.' b. P-aškala£ t-ís=ka 2-kill-2. PL=THE(PAST)č amálo. bat 'You (plural) killed the bat.'
In both of these examples the verb appears in the same form, unmarked for tense. Instead, the past/nonpast tense contrast is encoded solely via the tensemarked determiners embedded within the object NPs. Any formal treatment of Chamicuro, therefore, needs to enable the tense information encoded by an argument NP to percolate directly to the clause, independently of the verb (since the verb is not marked for tense itself). Assuming that the verb in these examples contains some unexpressed or 'invisible' tense feature with which the tenseddeterminers agree isn't plausible since verbs in Chamicuro can optionally inflect for tense themselves (8): give-NFUT 'I gave him a spear.'
There is a general requirement in Lardil that when the verb is inflected with either the future (9a) or non-future (9b) tense suffix all non-subject NPs in the clause must usually carry tense marking in agreement. 7 The fact that Lardil 6 Recall that in (7), the definite article is encliticized phonologically to a consonant-final preceding element, but is syntactically part of the object NP.
7 Note that there is third verbal form, termed the 'plain' or 'general non-future' form by Hale (1997) , which does not trigger agreement on clausal dependents. We return to this issue in section 3 below.
c044ns.tex; 27/11/2003; 11:15; p.6 verbs and dependents agree in clausal TAM features in this way challenges the claim by Lehmann and Moravscik (2000, 742) that "tense is not an agreement category". This type of agreement is in fact the reverse of what is usually expected between a verb and its dependents since it involves properties of the clausal head (i.e. clausal TAM) being marked on clausal dependents, rather than the more usual circumstance of properties of clausal dependents being reflected morphologically in the clausal head (as with subject-verb agreement, for example). Instead, the agreement between the Lardil verb and its dependent NPs is more like noun-adjective concord, in which adjectival modifiers are marked to agree with inherent features of the head noun (e.g. gender, number, case). 8 The situation becomes even more complicated in the closely related language Kayardild, where there is a mismatch between the TAM information contributed by the verb and the NP dependents. In Kayardild, all non-subject NPs must be inflected with modal case which, along with the TAM information associated with the verb, encodes TAM features for the clause as a whole. Crucially, however, the clausal TAM features arise as a composite of the information contributed by the verbal and nominal TAM inflections (Evans, 1995) . Consider the following examples.
(balmbi-wu). morrow-M.PROP 'I won't be able to see the sea (tomorrow).' (Evans1995:404, 10-12)
yesterday-M.LOC 'I could not see the sea (yesterday). ' (ibid, 10-13) In these examples the verbal inflection remains constant; it is only through the variation in modal case ('modal proprietive' vs. 'modal locative') that the clausal tense/mood distinction is encoded. The 'negative potential' verbal inflection is used here with its meaning of 'inability': combining with the "future" meaning of the modal proprietive case marker in (10) places this inability in the future, while combining with the "instantiated" meaning of the modal locative in (11) expresses that there was a real occasion, yesterday, when the inability existed (Evans 1995, p. 404) . The theoretical challenge raised by the Kayardild data is that, not only do dependent NPs reflect what would usually be considered to be categories of the head, but the values introduced by dependent and head do not match. Thus, an attempt to treat this phenomenon as an instance of 'spreading' or 'feature copying' would be unsustainable.
More challenging again is the fact that in some languages the TAM-marked dependent can be deeply embedded within the clause whose TAM value it marks, thereby constituting examples of long distance agreement. In Supyire (NigerCongo, Mali), for example, first and second person pronouns encode a distinction between declarative and non-declarative mood for the clause (Carlson, 1994 ' (ibid, 7c) In (12a) and (12b) the first person pronoun mìi functions as subject and object respectively of a declarative clause. In (13a) we see the use of the nondeclarative form na marking the object of an imperative clause. In (13b) this same non-declarative pronoun functions as a possessor, embedded within the vocative NP.
Tense agreement is also extended to embedded possessors in Lardil (and Kayardild). Consider the following example in which the possessor of the instrumental NP niwen-kur-u carries not only instrumental case in agreement with its nominal head, but also tense in agreement with the head of the clause to which the larger instrumental NP belongs.
wife-INSTR-FOBJ 'I will steal his wife for him.' (Hale 1997:201) Such data would appear to (further) preclude an analysis in which dependentmarked TAM is treated as a type of concord with the verb. Concord relations are necessarily local, yet in these languages clause-level TAM features are encoded not only on clausal dependent NPs, but on dependents of those dependents (and so on) as well. Crucially, in the case of Supyire, distinctions of mood are made only in the pronominal system, and treating this as an instance of (local) featural concord would require us to postulate the mood features for every phrasal node on the path between the "controlling" verbal head, and the embedded pronominal, irrespective of the fact that these features are never overtly instantiated on the heads of those intervening phrasal projections.
In the remainder of this paper, building on previous work in Nordlinger 1998 (see also Sadler 1998 and Nordlinger and Sadler 2000) , we provide an analysis of this phenomenon in LFG which addresses all of these larger theoretical issues. We argue that this data can be straightforwardly accounted for by an approach in which clause-level TAM information may be directly contributed by nominal constituents. We show how the correspondence architecture of LFG, and particularly the constructive morphology approach currently being developed within it 10 , permits a simple and natural analysis of these data. A crucial aspect of this analysis is that it does not postulate (empty or vacuous) syntactic TAM features in the nominal syntactic structure, or rely on configurational assumptions which are not transparently motivated with respect to the language in question, but rather enables dependent nominals to contribute information directly to the syntactic structure of the clause. This approach not only provides an explanatory account for the cross-linguistic phenomenon of TAM-inflected dependent NPs, but also highlights one of the strengths of the flexible, correspondence-based architecture of LFG.
An LFG Analysis

THE FRAMEWORK
Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) (Bresnan 1982 , Kaplan and Bresnan 1982 , Dalrymple et. al. 1995 , Bresnan 2001 , Falk 2001 , Dalrymple 2001 ) is a nonderivational lexicalist constraint-based theory with co-present parallel structures, linked by principles of correspondence. Each of the structures of LFG has a distinct formal character and models a different aspect of the structure of language. The primary syntactic structures are c-structure (constituent structure) and fstructure (functional structure). The former models precedence and phrasal dominance relations in the familiar terms of a phrase structure tree and the latter models predicate-argument relations in terms of grammatical functions. Formally, f-structures are finite functions from attributes to values, which may themselves be complex (i.e. f-structures), and they are conventionally represented as attribute-value matrices. Equations (known as functional (f-) descriptions) associated with lexical items and with nodes of the c-structure specify properties of f-structures: the mapping function or projection¨has nodes of the c-structure as its domain and f-structures as its range (the inverse© maps f-structures to c-structures): the notation refers to the f-structure associated with the mother of the current node (i.e. it denotes the mother's f-structure) while refers to the f-structure of the node to which it is annotated. Feature assertions are satisfied by f-structures which contain attribute-value pairs corresponding to these assertions. Of particular importance is the smallest f-structure which satisfies a collection of constraints or feature assertions, known as the minimal model. The f-structure of an utterance is the minimal model or solution satisfying the constraints introduced by the words and phrases in the utterance.
The formal correspondence between c-structure and f-structure is many-toone: to each c-structure node there is assigned a unique (but not necessarily distinct) (minimal) f-structure. Nevertheless individual c-structure elements, including words, may specify complex f-structures. For example, sees in (15), which will associate with a single node V in c-structure, defines the f-structure shown in (16). (15) sees:
An important facet of LFG is its commitment to lexicalism. The Lexical Integrity Principle (17) (see Simpson 1983 , Bresnan and Mchombo 1995 , Mohanan 1995 , and references therein) distinguishes the morphological (lexical) and syntactic components as being subject to different principles of composition. Words are constructed in the morphology, while c-structure and f-structure form the core of the syntactic component. This means that the input to these syntactic levels-e.g. the terminal elements of c-structure trees-are fully inflected words, and that syntactic processes cannot manipulate the internal morphological structure of these items. Crucially however, this does not rule out the possibility that both morphological and syntactic constituents may contribute the same types of information to the f-structure (e.g. Simpson 1983 , 1991 , Bresnan and Mchombo 1987 , Bresnan 2001 Morphologically complete words are leaves of the c-structure tree and each leaf corresponds to one and only one c-structure node.
Given the flexibility of the LFG architecture, it is not necessary to postulate otherwise unmotivated c-structure nodes in morphologically rich languages where the morphology directly encodes much f-structure or relational information. Indeed the Principle of Economy of Expression states that all syntactic nodes are optional unless otherwise required for the satisfaction of semantic expressivity or other independent principles (Bresnan 2001) .
A variety of wellformedness conditions are required to hold of f-structures. In particular, the principles of completeness and coherence require that all the arguments of a predicate occur in the f-structure and that no additional arguments occur. The subcategorised arguments of a predicate are specified in its PRED value (see (15) above), which additionally distinguishes thematic arguments (inside the angle brackets) from non-thematic arguments (outside the angle brackets). A governable grammatical function is one which can be subcategorised for by a predicate (for example, SUBJ, OBJ, OBL).
(18) An f-structure is locally complete if and only if it contains all the governable grammatical functions that its predicate governs. An f-structure is complete if and only if it and all its subsidiary f-structures are locally complete (Dalrymple 2001 :37) (19) An f-structure is locally coherent if and only if all the governable grammatical functions that it contains are governed by a local predicate. An f-structure is coherent if and only if all its subsidiary f-structures are locally coherent (Dalrymple 2001:39) In f-descriptions, LFG provides a rich and flexible formalism for talking about f-structures. This includes functionally uncertain constraints, that is, equations which make use of regular expressions and abbreviatory symbols over grammatical function names to denote sets of paths through an f-structure, first used in the description of long distance dependencies. Consider for example whquestions in English, in which a fronted wh-element may correspond to a within clause function deeply embedded within the clause. The grammatical function corresponding to a fronted wh-question word in LFG is the FOCUS function. A possible functional annotation to capture English question formation might therefore be the following (Dalrymple 2001, p. 141) :
The regular expression
* stands for paths containing any number of XCOMP or COMP attributes, and GF stands for any grammatical function. Thus, the f-description ( FOCUS) = (
states that the f-structure of the FOCUS attribute of the f-structure denoted by is identified with (i.e. is one and the same f-structure as) the f-structure of an unspecified grammatical function at the end of a path consisting of any number (including zero) of XCOMP or COMP attributes. It therefore accounts for an example as in (21a), in which the 'gap' is embedded in a single COMP as well as that in (21b) Halvorsen and Kaplan 1988, Dalrymple 1993 , see also Andrews 1996, pp. 41-43) , associated with the lexical elements or morphological processes to enable nominal constituents to define the larger syntactic (f-structure) context in which they are enclosed. 11 The model of constructive morphology (that is, the use of insideout function application in the morphology) is most developed in Nordlinger's (1998) analysis of case marking in Australian languages. In this approach, casemarked nominals specify the grammatical function of the higher clause of which their f-structure is the value. Thus the f-structure information associated with accusative case is as in (22), and an accusative-case nominal (e.g. 'tiger-ACC') specifies the f-structure in (23). 12
11 Inside-out function application is well-established in LFG through work on a large number of diverse phenomena, including quantifier scope (Halvorsen and Kaplan 1988) , anaphoric binding (Dalrymple 1993) , internally-headed relative clauses (Culy 1990) , the treatment of the Russian genitive of negation (King 1995) , Urdu case (Butt 1995) , case in Australian Aboriginal languages (Nordlinger 1998) , and topicalization (Bresnan 2001) .
12 Nordlinger (1998) uses a morpheme-based morphology for expository convenience, but the basic principles of the constructive case model are independent of whether one assumes that such case information is associated with morphemes (form-function pairs) or with morphological features (which are independently related to exponence in a realizational approach to morphology) or indeed with the morphological processes themselves which map (sets of) morphological features to phonological exponents. For a translation of Nordlinger's (1998) constructive case model into the realizational Paradigm Function Morphology (Stump, 2001 ), see Sadler and Nordlinger (2003) . For ease of exposition, we follow Nordlinger (1998) in adopting a morphemic "shorthand" here.
c044ns.tex; 27/11/2003; 11:15; p.12 ) which contains an OBJ to which the immediate f-structure containing the case-inflected nominal (7 9 @ ) belongs. Thus, on this analysis, a nominal inserted into the syntax already constructs its grammatical function by virtue of the case marker attached to it. 13 For the purposes of this paper, the important aspect of the constructive case approach is that embedded nominals (such as those functioning as arguments or adjuncts of verb-headed clauses) can specify information about the higher fstructure to which they belong -in the accusative case examples above we see how a case-inflected nominal can specify its grammatical function in the higher clause. If such nominals can specify information about the higher clause, then there is no logical reason why they couldn't also provide other types of information to the clausal f-structure, such as information about clause-level TAM. Thus, the constructive case approach, independently motivated to account for many of the complexities of case marking in Australian (and other) languages, provides a simple and natural account of the use of clausal TAM on dependent nominals also.
Nordlinger (1998, pp. 122-123) demonstrates this use of constructive case with an analysis of case/tense portmanteaux in Pitta Pitta (Pama-Nyungan, Australia). The Pitta Pitta case system is summarised in Table I below (taken from  Blake 1987, p. 59 , Table 13 ), and exemplified by examples (24) -(27). As this shows, not only do case markers in Pitta Pitta encode a future/non-future tense distinction, but the case marking system itself differs according to the tense of the clause: future tense involves a nominative/accusative case distinction, and non-future a three-way distinction between intransitive subject (S), transitive subject (A) and object (O). 14 13 Inside-out expressions are defined as follows (Dalrymple, 2001, p. 145 
A is a symbol, and the pair (A Blake (1979) does note however that the non-future object form -nha is used by some of his language consultants for future tense also, alongside the specifically future tense form -ku. ' (ibid, 4.14) Note that these case/tense markers are also found on adjuncts modifying arguments, as in kankari-marru and kankari-marru-ngu in examples (24) and (25) respectively. According to Nordlinger's (1998) constructive case analysis, the information associated with the tense-marked accusative case markers, for example, is as follows:
Nominals inflected with these cases, then, both specify their grammatical function in the higher f-structure and provide a tense feature for that higher f-structure, as shown by the f-structure corresponding to the future tense accusative suffix (28b) in (29):
Nordlinger's primary concern is case marking, however this analysis of tensemarked dependent nominals is not inherently restricted to situations involving case. Thus, this general constructive approach extends simply and naturally to the range of TAM-inflected dependent NPs exemplified in section 1. To illustrate, we begin with an analysis of tense-marked determiners in Chamicuro.
As we saw in (1) above, in Chamicuro the definite article encodes distinctions of tense: na is the non-past (or present and future tense) definite article and ka the past tense article. In contrast there is no obligatory tense morphology on verbs: there is no present tense marker, and the past and future tense markers (-kati and -yec respectively) are optional. Thus, in most examples, it is the definite marker alone which signals the tense information for the clause. The examples in ( Using the model of constructive morphology, the past tense definite article is associated with the following lexical description:
As noted above, the notation GF is conventionally interpreted in LFG as a variable over attribute names ranging over the set of grammatical functions (SUBJ, OBJ, OBL, etc). The first part of this lexical description therefore states that the definite article has some grammatical function in a higher f-structure (encoded by (GF )) and that this higher f-structure has past tense. The second part contributes information to the f-structure of the definite article itself. 15 This f-description thus places constraints both over the f-structure of the article and the immediately containing f-structure, as we saw in the discussion of Pitta Pitta above. That is, it describes the following partial f-structure: 15 Obviously if such a distinction were restricted to NPs in a particular grammatical function, this would be specified in the f-description (e.g.
. Such might be the case, for example, for English subject pronominals incorporating nonsyllabic reduced tense/mood markers: He'll be arriving at 10pm. See Spencer (1991), Barron (1998) , Sadler (1998) and Bender and Sag (2001) for some discussion as to whether English has tensed pronominals.
(33)
This f-description lexically associated with the definite article will interact with the information associated with the c-structure to define the actual grammatical function borne by the constituent containing the definite article.
For example, the c-structure and contribution of the NP in (34) is shown below. 16 The subscripts
etc. on the tree nodes serve only as an aid to the reader in identifying the corresponding f-structure. 17
A crucial feature of this constructive morphology approach is that the tense information associated with dependent NP -here through the definite article -is placed into the outer (clausal) f-structure directly. It is not associated with the fstructure for the NP itself at all. Thus, this approach neatly captures the fact that these tense-marked dependent NPs are morphologically tensed without actually being semantically tensed; they carry tense information, but this is placed only into the f-structure of the clause as a whole. 18 16 Recall that the cliticization of the definite article onto the preceding syntactic element is a purely phonological process. 17 For concreteness and in the absence of further evidence we assume the inflected verb is in V. Whether it is in V or in I is in fact immaterial to the mapping to f-structure. See Bresnan (2001) for the theory of extended heads and the c-to f-structure mapping.
18 This analysis of Chamicuro therefore complies exactly with Parker's (1999, p. 556) suggestion that the definite articles "are really tense markers themselves and their temporal features c044ns.tex; 27/11/2003; 11:15; p.16 Moreover, since the tense information associated with the NP is placed directly into the clausal f-structure it is therefore required to be consistent (i.e unifiable) with any TAM information associated with the verb or other clausal head. Thus agreement between the tense information introduced by the definite article in Chamicuro and any tense information on the verb follows simply from the fact that verb and article both provide partial specification of the same fstructure, with no need for additional tense features in the f-structure of the NP itself nor extra stipulated constraints ensuring agreement between the tense of the NP and the verb. Clearly, if the values for the TENSE attribute specified by the verb and by a definite article, or by two definite articles, are inconsistent, then no satisfying f-structure will be constructed and the sentence is ungrammatical.
To illustrate further this interaction between NP-encoded tense and verbal tense, we turn to an analysis of the non-past definite article in Chamicuro. Parker (1999) describes this as being essentially ambiguous between present tense and future tense readings (rather than simply encoding a nonpast value for tense). This article may co-occur with overt future tense marking on the verb, as in (37) and (38), indicating that Chamicuro certainly does have a future tense (note that the definite article cliticizes in (37) but not in (38) beccause in the former, but not the latter, the preceding word ends in a consonant). wá£ ni. tomorrow 'They are going to sleep tomorrow. ' (ibid:555, 18) We assume that the lexical description associated with the non-past definite article is the following:
This states that the value of TNS in the f-structure containing the f-structure of the definite article is either PRES or FUT. In the absence of further specification of tense by the verb, there will be two minimal solutions to the f-description (one with the value PRES and one with the value FUT). On the other hand, in an example such as (37) the verb bears future tense morphology specifying ( TNS) = FUT and then the f-structure of the clause must satisfy the set of constraints shown in (40). Since a disjunctive f-description is satisfied if one of the disjuncts eventually percolate up to a higher node". The other option he suggests -that the tensed articles " 'agree' with some clause-level tense morpheme" is implausible since there is frequently no other tense morpheme in the clause for them to agree with. is satisfied, these constraints are satisfied by the (partial) f-structure in (42), which results from the NP in the c-structure in (41). Pámpa Hermosa-šána ( This approach to the interaction between clausal TAM properties expressed on the verbal head, and those encoded on (nominal) dependents can be straightforwardly extended to cover the more complicated sorts of interaction such as those found in Kayardild. Recall that in Kayardild, the verbal inflection and the modal case marking on the nominal dependents make independent and interacting contributions to the TAM properties of the clause as a whole. For example in (10) the NEG.POT verbal inflection and M.PROP modal case combine to produce a future inability reading, and in (11) the NEG.POT verbal inflection and the M.LOC modal case combine to produce a past inability reading. In the examples below, the M.OBL (43) combines with the verbal APPR (apprehensive) inflection to mark an undesirable event; in (44) the M.PROP places the unpleasant event in the future while the M.LOC in (45) marks it as 'instantiated' and therefore taking place in the present (see Evans 1995 for extended discussion of the independent contribution of verbal inflection and modal case). (43) 'Unhurriedly I lifted the bark torch, in case (the diver birds) should see me and fly off'. (Evans 1995:405, 10-14) (44) nying-ka 2SG-NOM Developing a full account of the precise contributions of verbal inflection and modal case marking requires an in-depth analysis of the semantics of tense and modal case marking in Kayardild and thus is outside the scope of the present paper. However, it should be clear that the formalism itself will support an analysis along the lines of Nordlinger and Bresnan's (1996) approach to Wambaya in which the contribution to clausal TAM properties of syntactically independent elements is captured by means of separate but interacting f-structure attributes. For example, the apprehensive verbal suffix in the examples above would contribute modal information of undesirability, and the different modal cases would contribute tense and further specific modal information. Since the tense/mood information contributed by modal case markers will be placed directly into the clausal f-structure, using the constructive morphology approach already demonstrated for Pitta Pitta and Chamicuro, it will interact with that contributed by the verb to define the clausal TAM value as a whole.
Thus, a further advantage to the constructive morphology approach is that it straightforwardly accounts for any agreement or interaction between the tense information associated with the dependent NPs and that of the verb. Since the NP places its tense information into the clausal f-structure directly, then it must be consistent with any information projected from the verb, in order to produce a complete and coherent f-structure. Any clash in values will result in ungrammaticality.
The Chamicuro data illustrates another aspect of nominal TAM marking which we find in a number of languages. This is the fact that nominal TAM is quite often expressible on adjuncts as well as on subjects and complements, as shown in the example (38) above. Unlike complements, adjuncts are not syntactically subcategorised by the predicate and thus occur freely (subject to constraints of semantic compatibility). The fact that clausal temporal information can be encoded on free adjuncts argues against an analysis of temporal specification on dependents under which a verbal head subcategorises for this information, since adjuncts are not subcategorised constituents. In LFG adjuncts are treated as (non-subcategorised) members of the set-valued f-structure attribute ADJfor example, the f-structure of (38) is (46) PRED 'TOMORROW'
In an f-structure such as (46), the f-structure of tomorrow is not the value of the attribute ADJ in the containing f-structure, but is a member of the set of f-structures which fill the ADJ function. Taking the f-structure of tomorrow to be , the path out to the largest f-structure in (46) 
is (ADJ R
). 19 The presence of (clausal) temporal features on definite articles within ADJ can therefore be straightforwardly accommodated by permitting the inside-out path to the clausal f-structure to allow for an optional as attribute. It should be clear that this allows tense information lexically associated with the definite article of an ADJ to contribute this information to the clausal f-structure which contains the ADJ, as well as continuing to allow for tense marked on dependents other than adjuncts. With this extension, (47) replaces (32) and (39) 
LONG DISTANCE EFFECTS
Our analysis of Chamicuro has demonstrated how the model of constructive morphology can easily account for the use of both argument and adjunct NPs to encode TAM features of the immediately containing clause. In fact, as discussed in section 1, it is possible for clause-level TAM information to be encoded on more deeply embedded NPs as well. In this section we show how these long 19 The expression (ADJ
H d
) refers to the f-structure in which d appears as a member of the set of ADJuncts (Dalrymple 2001, p. 261). distance facts can also be incorporated into the present approach through modifying an f-description along the lines of (47) to permit a longer path out from the f-structure of the NP to the closest clausal f-structure.
Recall This mood distinction encoded in pronominals is completely independent of other TAM systems in the language (which generally involve the use of auxiliaries as in (12a), see Carlson (1994, p. 307ff ) for discussion), and is only encoded morphologically in the choice of pronominal form. Given that these mood-inflected nominals appear in a variety of grammatical functions, we can associate with them lexical descriptions analogous to those for Chamicuro definite articles in (32). Partial lexical entries for non-declarative ma and declarative mu are given below (we will further specify these shortly). Note that the mood information in the latter case is optional since these pronouns can also occur in nondeclarative clauses, as in (52). (50) ma:
(52) Yìì you.PL fyàhà! be.quiet 'Be quiet!' (Carlson 1994:523, 11a) The interesting twist provided by Supyire, however, is that examples such as (49b) and (49c) above show that the pronominal expressing mood information may be quite deeply embedded in the clause: in (49b) a possessor within an oblique phrase is in non-declarative form, as is a possessor embedded within a vocative function in (49c). Examples such as these suggest that the relevant condition on the distribution of mood-inflected pronominals in Supyire is a clausebounded condition, that is, they contribute mood information to the clause that they occur in, irrespective of how deeply embedded within that clause they are. The powerful and flexible language of f-descriptions in LFG provides a simple and straigthforward way of capturing the contribution of clausal properties by Supyire pronouns. The use of functionally uncertain (inside-out) constraints will permit pronouns deeply embedded within sentences to (directly) contribute properties to f-structures which enclose them (the notion of uncertainty equations was introduced in section 2.1). Thus the Kleene plus in (53) stands for a disjunction of path extensions, each of which includes at least one GF, allowing for the possibility that the path 'upwards' includes more than one attribute. 21 The combination of a functionally uncertain constraint with an off-path restriction will then restrict the path 'upwards' to a single clause. The full lexical entry for the non-declarative pronoun ma is provided in (53). The last constraint in (53) states that the pronominal contributes nondeclarative MOOD information to some containing f-structure (recall that the uncertainty statement picks out a set of containing f-structures), where the path up is itself subject to an additional requirement, that no f-structure on the path may contain a SUBJ attribute. This effectively ensures that the MOOD information is contributed to the minimal complete nucleus, that is, to the closest enclosing f-structure containing a SUBJ. Thus, the restriction permits the pronoun to add MOOD = NONDECL to The use of off-path constraints to state restrictions on solutions to functionally uncertain constraints in this manner is well established in LFG and in particular it is used extensively in Dalrymple (1993) which develops a lexicalized analysis of anaphoric binding conditions. Dalrymple formulates a number of f-structure domains by means of off-path constraints, including the Minimal Complete Nucleus (used in (53) above to express the clausal restriction) and the Minimal Finite Domain (in which the path 'upwards' cannot pass through an f-structure containing a TENSE attribute).
The constrained functional uncertainty statement in (53) therefore ensures that even a pronominal deeply embedded within the clause -such as the possessor NP embedded within the oblique NP in (49b) -can contribute mood information to the clausal f-structure, but, crucially, to no higher containing f-structure. With the same basic constructive morphology analysis, therefore, we can provide a simple and uniform analysis for the encoding of TAM information on dependent NP constituents, irrespective of how deeply they may be embedded in the clause.
MULTIFUNCTIONALITY
In the languages we have discussed so far, the TAM distinction encoded on NPs is only encoded on dependent NPs; that is, NPs functioning as arguments or adjuncts. In some languages however, such TAM marking can also be found encoded on NP predicates of verbless clauses. The challenge posed by these languages is that an analysis of the TAM encoded on dependent NPs also needs to be able to account for the use of the same TAM markers on NPs functioning as clausal heads. This is the situation we find in Sirionó, where NPs are inflected with clausal TAM when functioning as either clausal dependents (55) or predicates of verbless clauses (56) (the following examples are from Firestone (1965, pp. 24-38) ). Note that we follow Firestone's careful study of Sirióno morphology and phonology in treating these TAM markers as affixes rather than clitics or particles. This data demonstrates that the TAM inflections used with NPs, while maintaining the same basic function of encoding clausal temporal and aspectual properties, may do so in two distinct syntactic contexts: when the f-structure of the NP is embedded within the clausal f-structure (i.e. when the NP is a dependent of the clause), and when the f-structure of the NP is the same as the clausal f-structure (i.e. when the NP is the head of the clause). Moreover, the examples in (56) clearly demonstrate that these nominals can be inflected with clausal TAM information without the presence of a verb with which they could be agreeing.
On the current approach this data follows very naturally; we simply assume that the lexical descriptions associated with the TAM markers only optionally specify a grammatical function in the inside-out path, as follows: (58a) specifies the f-structure corresponding to the past tense inflected word ( ) as TNS = PAST; when attached to the (predicate) nominal 'turkey' it describes the f-structure given in (59). (58b), on the other hand, describes the use with dependent NPs exactly as we have already seen for Chamicuro above. Thus, when attached to the (non-predicative) nominal 'turkey' it describes the f-structure in (60). In each of these f-structures, 7 is the f-structure of the NP itself. Independent principles governing the distribution of grammatical functions will ensure that the information suitable for dependent NPs (58b) cannot be associated with NPs in predicate function. This option specifies that the NP has a grammatical function in a higher f-structure (see (60)), but there will be nothing licensing this grammatical function in the higher f-structure (since the NP is the clausal predicate itself in this scenario), and so the structure will be ruled ungrammatical by the general principle of coherence.
In order to ensure that the option suitable for NP predicates (58b) is not associated with dependent NPs we simply assume that there is a constraint over the mapping between morphology and syntax which ensures that TAM features must always belong to the clausal f-structure -the minimal complete nucleus (Falk, 2001, p. 182) . Since the minimal complete nucleus must necessarily have a subject, this will rule out associating the information in (58b) with a dependent NP, but allow it with an NP predicate, whose f-structure does contain a SUBJ (see (59)).
HEAD INCORPORATION
The analysis presented here treats TAM-marking on dependents by associating an inside-out functional description with the tense marked element which directly attributes the tense information to a dominating f-structure. A further interesting possibility is that the analysis presented here may extend to cover what are at first sight quite independent and different data. Broadly speaking, these are cases where it may be that a finite element, the head of the clause, has incorporated morphologically into a clausal dependent, that is, cases of true head incorporation (rather than just incorporation of features of the head).
One such possible case is the phenomenon of so-called 'floating inflection' in Polish. The past tense is expressed in Polish by means of a l form participle (which inflects for gender) in combination with a finite bound form which bears subject agreement features (and may be the sole expression of the subject). This element may appear attached to the participial form, and a past tense paradigm might be given as in Table II (Spencer 1991, p. 370, table 9.9 ). (Borsley and Rivero 1994: 374,2) What is the nature of this floating element? Spencer (1991) argues that this element is a reduced form of the auxiliary be (reflecting person and number distinctions), providing diachronic evidence for this position, and Borsley and Rivero (1994) analyze it as a 'perfect' auxiliary. Diachronically, it appears that the bound auxiliary form was indeed a phonological clitic, part of a periphrastically expressed tense-aspect form in combination with a participle of a relatively familiar sort. If this view of the 'floating element' is correct, then if it is morphologically incorporated into the hosts in (61) and (62), these constitute cases in which what would otherwise be the syntactic head of the clause has been morphologically incorporated into a dependent.
Analyses of the synchronic state of affairs are split on whether to treat this element as a syntactic atom phonologically cliticised, or as a bound form, precisely because of the difficulty in head-driven syntactic frameworks of accommodating the resultant 'headless' construction. For example, Borsley and Rivero (1994) treat the participle-auxiliary combination as syntactically analysable syntactic incorporation of V into Aux and the "floating inflection" as PF (phonological) cliticization of I to the constituent to its left. Dziwirek (1998) , on the other hand, treats the auxiliary morphologically. The morphophonological evidence for affixal status is extremely strong, (see Spencer 1991 for a full discussion), and, as Spencer observes, the only evidence against this view is the lack of strong selection of the stem/host by the auxiliary (promiscuous attachment). Indeed, this mix of properties led Booij and Rubach (1987) to argue for a lexical treatment, but keeping the process of word-internal cliticization separate from other word formation processes. The evidence therefore strongly suggests that the combination of host and (subject incorporating) auxiliary is not syntactically transparent. If this is correct, then these data constitute a case in which a head (here, the auxiliary (and subject agreement marker) in the past tense formations) is incorporated into a dependent. Providing an analysis of the precise contribution of both the affixal element and the participial element in the Polish past tense is beyond the scope of this paper, but it should be clear that the flexible nature of the mapping between constituent structure and functional structure in LFG and in particular the use of inside-out constraints will permit an elegant treatment of these sorts of morphological incorporation.
Welsh presents another potential case of head incorporation, but of a rather different nature. Borsley and Jones (2000) discuss some cases in Welsh where finite but verb-less sentences with pronominal subjects are permissible. In Welsh finite clauses the verb is clause initial -in synthetically expressed tenses the finite (auxiliary) verb is followed by the subject and then a VP containing nonfinite forms of any further auxiliaries and the main verb, while finite clauses with synthetically expressed tenses exhibit VSO order. However a copula-less variant of the periphrastic pattern is found with second person singular and plural and first person plural pronominal subjects (in all these cases the final consonant of the missing (present tense) copula form and the initial consonant of the pronoun are the same). The glosses in the following data (in which the verbal properties attributed by Borsley and Jones to the pronominal forms appear in square brackets) are those provided by the authors, and underline the fact that the forms in question (ti, chi) are simple pronouns, that is, they do not show any morphological evidence of affixation (of a form of the copula). (63) Borsley and Jones establishes several crucial facts about these data, which distinguish them from a clipped or fast informal speech phenomenon and in particular from similar forms with full NPs. The diagnostics include control of responsives appropriate for questions with forms of be, form of tag questions, possibilities for fronting constituents, possibility of ellipsis and occurrence in noun clauses (the last is illustrated below):
These data strongly suggest that these forms are subject pronouns carrying tense information. Once again, an analysis of such forms follows straightforwardly from the present approach. As with the Polish auxiliary, these Welsh pronominals would simply specify the tense information for the clause to which they belong, using the now familiar inside-out f-descriptions. 23
Thus, in addition to providing a simple and unifed account for the encoding of clausal TAM on dependent NPs, this approach also extends naturally to cases of head-incorporation discussed independently in the syntactic literature.
Discussion and Further Issues
When nominal dependents inflect for clausal temporal or modal properties, features of the clause typically expressed on the head of the clause are found occurring on non-head elements, in some cases as the sole exponent of the clausal property in question. The LFG account presented in the previous section accommodates this phenomenon in a simple and intuitive manner, exploiting the flexibility of the LFG description language to permit (nominal) dependents to contribute information directly to the f-structure of the clause. A crucial property of the analysis is that it is not necessary to posit intrinsic TAM features for nominal f-structures themselves. The question naturally arises as to how this class of data might be captured in frameworks which adopt a single notion of syntactic head, grounded in the notions of categorial similarity and phrase structure. Unfortunately there has been very little work on the phenomenon of TAM-marked clausal dependents in these frameworks reported in the literature, but we review what there is in this section and make some general remarks.
The most relevant work in the literature is Hale's (1998) albeit brief discussion of tense marking on and within dependent nominals in Lardil and Pitta Pitta. Some basic examples of nominal tense marking in Lardil are given in (3) and repeated here. give-NFUT 'I gave him a spear. ' (ibid:476) Adopting a configurational model of constituent structure with multiple functional heads, Hale views these cases as a sort of tense concord in which subparts of a constituent or phrase are marked for a feature of the phrase as a whole. As Hale observes, if the structure relevant to tense concord in an example such as (68) is as in (69), as would be expected on the sort of configurational model he adopts, then the spreading of Tense marking onto the nominal constituents should be impossible because the tense marker violates the principle of locality in spreading into the domain of the functional head K.
spear-FOBJ 'I will throw that long spear.' (Hale 1998:200, 8) 
FUT
From this perspective, then, what is exceptional about Lardil (and other languages in which tense spreads onto nominal dependents) is that concord is permitted at all. The analysis that Hale suggests is based on the idea that (future) tense marking replaces accusative marking. More specifically, that case and tense are merged in this instance into a single element "If K and T were merged in this way, they would not define distinct domains, and the single ending could then be realized in the manner which is normal for Lardil inflections, i.e as suffixed to each head in the relevant domain" (Hale 1998, p. 201) . In sum, the mechanism that Hale proposes for tense concord is: attachment of T to V and K, fusion by replacement of K by T and then subsequent reattachment of the fused K-T to the constituents of D.
One difficulty with this analysis is locality. Firstly, the tensed case marking does not always merge with (and therefore replace) the relational case borne by an argument. It 'merges' only with ACC, but crucially it occurs additional to other relational case markers. This is shown in (70) where the future case marker occurs in combination with the instrumental marker.
wife-INSTR-FOBJ 'I will steal his wife for him.' (Hale 1997:201) If a locality violation is "saved" by merger of T with K, then clearly, this example involves a locality violation. By his own reasoning, this is a violation of locality by entry of T into the K domain associated with the instrumental case. Note further the following contrast, in which the ACC spreads onto the higher genitive possessor but not the more deeply embedded.
'father's long spear' (Hale 1998:198, 6) (72) marun-ngan boy-GEN
maarn-in spear-ACC 'the boy's father's long spear' (Hale 1998:199, 7) The ACC does not spread, according to Hale, because of a limitation which is a "reflection of the general structural relation of locality" (Hale 1998, p. 199) . But note that the degree of locality violation which would be involved if ACC spread to 'boy' in (72) is precisely the same as in (70).
Furthermore, Hale makes explicit reference to a contrast between the spreading of suffixal future tense (illustrated above) and the case marking pattern found with the non-suffixal perfective, which he views as not undergoing spreading (Hale 1998, p. 200), see (75) . That this is prefixal rather than suffixal is relevant to Hale, as he observes: "The principle is rather simple, reflecting a universal and favored option among languages with suffixal case inflection: attach suffixal K to the head of the phrase it locally governs, where "head" is each head in the minimal domain locally governed by K" (Hale 1998, p. 198 (Hale 1998:200, 8a) But the problem here is that it is not really clear how on this analysis tense spreading is related to the overt expression forms. Note first that the same accusative marker as occurs in (75) accompanying the prefixal perfective also occurs in combination with the general non-future suffixal inflection on the verb, as shown in (76), which contrasts with the examples in (67).
give-GNF 'I gave him a spear. ' (Klokeid 1976:476, 56a) Clearly (67) might be taken to show morphological evidence of "replacement" of accusative case by (both future and non-future) tense. But presumably, on Hale's own assumptions, sentences such as (76) must contain a T node to constitute a valid sentence. If general non-future (GNF) is T and suffixal, then on Hale's assumptions, we might expect it to spread. But then -in in (76) would involve T-K merger while -in in (75) would not.
Our own analysis of Lardil instead follows from the constructive morphology approach outlined above. Lardil core argument case marking operates according to a nominative-accusative pattern, thus all three forms exemplified in (76) above introduce accusative case information. Additionally, the form -(w)ur is constrained to occur only in future tensed clauses, and the form -(ng)arr in non-future tensed clauses. The third form, -(i)n is constrained to occur only in clauses which lack a tense specification (this includes aspectually marked perfective clauses, and clauses involving the plain, unmarked verbal inflection --q /-tha (GNF)). 25 (77) - (i) The use of constraining equations here (signalled by the subscripted 'c') captures the fact that these case markers are purely concordial with the verbal tense: that is, they do not define or specify any tense information themselves but are appropriate only for f-structures which are independently specified for tense. The effect of this is to require that the verb is also specified for tense. The model of constructive morphology which we adopt here also deals straightforwardly with the type of long distance concord which results in the stacking of multiple case markers on a single nominals, as in example (70). In an investigation of case stacking phenomena in languages such as Kayardild and Martuthunira, Nordlinger (1998) shows that the iconic ordering exhibited by such stacking morphology motivates a strong constraint on the way morphological information interacts with the syntax encapsulated in the Principle of Morphological Composition (see Nordlinger 1998) . Space precludes any detailed discussion of this principle here, but in short the PMC ensures that the "path out" in any inside-out statement associated with a morphological element takes into account whatever f-structure path is defined by more deeply embedded affixes. In this way this principle constrains the interaction of functional descriptions associated with "pieces" of morphology such that each affix contributes information to parts of the f-structure outside of that already specified by the stem to which it is attached.
Thus, when the tensed accusative markers in (77) are affixed to a nominal already inflected with the instrumental case as in (70), for example, the tense and case information associated with the accusative marker will not be relevant to the f-structure of the instrumental nominal itself, but to the higher f-structure belonging to the clause, as appropriate.
In Hale's approach, configurational assumptions are key in ensuring that tense does not spread onto the subject (for Lardil). For languages such as Pitta Pitta which does exhibit tense concordial case morphology on subjects, see examples (78) The kangaroo will eat the grass' (Hale 1998:203 ex. 10b ) Hale 1998: 203) On this configurational view it would be problematic to find languages in which you get TAM marking on the subject but not on the other grammatical functions. But this is precisely what is found in later dialects of Pitta Pitta in which the tense distinctions on objects have been lost, and also in the neighbouring language Wangkajutjuru (Blake, 1979) . Elsewhere, the Camerounian language Ya ¥ g Dii also has tense and mood inflected subject pronominals, but no TAM marking on other dependents (Bohnhoff, 1986) . On the other hand, the constructive analysis of dependent-marked nominal TAM presented in section 2 above allows us to state any restrictions on the grammatical function of the tense-encoding nominal that are empirically motivated.
In a series of two papers Pesetsky and Torrego (2001, to appear) explore the idea that what is known as structural Case (nominative and accusative case on DPs) are actually instances of uT, that is, an uninterpretable Tense feature occurring on D or DP. Uninterpretable features, in this framework, make no semantic contribution to the projection on which they appear, but play a role in triggering syntactic processes (such as movement). An example would be the subject agreement features of a finite verb. The positing of (often invisible) uninterpretable (meaningless) features is a key aspect of the framework Pesetsky and Torrego are working with, and such features are deleted subsequent to pairing up in appropriate fashion with (presumably interpretable) instances of the same feature in appropriate configurational relations (this is referred to as the relation Agree). In Pesetsky and Torrego (2001) they propose that Nominative Case is uninterpretable T on D, and treat the T features of DP as strictly uninterpretable, although they do observe in a footnote that DPs can be temporally situated, citing the work on the temporal location of nominals by Enç (1981) and Musan (1995) and the work on Somali determiners by Lecarme (1999) . Pesetsky and Torrego (2001) contains some discussion of a morphological perspective on their unification of the notions of nominative case on DPs and agreement on T, that is, of the notion that nominative is simply an uninterpretable T feature on D or DP. They note that the crucial covariance evidence (parallel to what you find with subject agreement morphology on a verbal head) is lacking: "the morphology of nominative case does not often covary with choice of present, past, or future tense" (Pesetsky and Torrego 2001, p. 365) . This is the context in which they discuss Pitta Pitta. For Pitta Pitta they claim that future tense is marked on the nominative subject NP and no other tense is marked on any nominal (although they do note that in earlier stages the language did mark future tense on object nominals as well), giving the following example:
bird-ACC 'Father will kill the bird (with missile thrown).'
Recall however from the discussion in section 2.1 that the Pitta Pitta case marking system itself differs according to whether the clause is future tense or not, and further that these distinctions are evident in the case marking found on instrumental NPs as well as on subjects and objects (in some cases). This is shown in the following table, repeated from Table I above. (Blake 1979:196,4) (83) parnkuparnku-lu stick-NFUT.INSTR karnta-ya. go-PRES 'He walks with a (walking) stick.' (Blake 1979:196,6) On closer inspection, it is quite unclear what Pesetsky and Torrego mean by stating that future tense is marked on the nominative subject DP in Pitta Pitta -by their own hypothesis, all nominative DPs are uT, and therefore marked for T. If they take all subjects in Pitta Pitta (that is, all S and A arguments) to be nominative, then the claim that only future tense is marked on nominatives makes no sense, for clearly, by hypothesis, all nominatives are uT, and so we would expect tense to be marked on nominative subjects in non-future contexts also. If on the other hand, they follow more standard Australianist analysis (reflected in Table III ) and take the tense marking system in the future tense to be nominative-accusative based, and that in the non-future tenses to be a three-way system, then it is clearly untrue that the reflection of tense distinctions in the case system is limited to the nominative case! Furthermore, the tense distinctions in the case system are not limited to the nominative, nor even to cases marking core grammatical functions, as the table above makes clear, but occur also on instrumental arguments (and adjuncts to the subject) ( (82) and (83)). Clearly, then, tense based allomorphy, contrary to the claim made in Pesetsky and Torrego, is not limited to the nominative, even in the language Pitta Pitta which they discuss. In sum, the logical problem here concerns what might constitute evidence for the uninterpretable feature whose presence they hypothesize: on the one hand, uT is necessarily distinct from morphological expression since it occurs in all languages by hypothesis, but on the other hand they are using the presence of overt morphological expression to support their approach.
In more general terms, it is certainly difficult to see how the deployment of abstract T features on arguments in the Pesetsky and Torrego framework can offer an account of overt clausal TAM marking on nominal dependents in the range of languages we have discussed above. The essential concerns which underlie the positing of an uT feature on DP (and an iT (interpretable) feature on PP) arguments within this strand of work involve instead the theory of Case of Chomskyan generative approaches and the patterns of complementation. The fact that overt nominal TAM marking is attested on unselected adjuncts and in combination with overt case markers does not seem self-evidently likely to fall within the analytic domain explored in Pesetsky and Torrego's work. For example, the probe for uT on a (nominative) DP subject goal is a hypothesized Tu functional head, and the probe for uT on an (accusative) DP object is a hypothesized Tv functional head as shown in the verbal predication structure in (84). But this itself raises a number of problems. In particular, it is not clear what relations are envisaged between Tu and Tv , and between these Ts and the clausal tense value itself. Furthermore, if the postulation of uT on direct object arguments involves a Tv head, then the occurrence of uT on other arguments and on instrumental adjuncts will require further T 4 nodes, one for each tensed marked NP, compounding the difficulty of relating this proliferation of T 4 nodes to the actual clausal tense.
In general, then, the existence of nominal tense marking on various sorts of adjuncts and deeply embedded arguments in a variety of languages requires the postulation of further probing heads in the appropriate configuration in this approach. Given the normal locality expectations for probe-goal relations, setting up the relationship between a (clausally oriented) functional head and a nominal tense marker deeply embedded within an argument function does not appear to be straightforward. In an interesting discussion of cases of tensed prepositions in Titan (Admirality subgroup, Oceania), Bowern and Aygen-Tosun (2000) explore some of the problems posed by this data for a Minimalist account. In Titan, a subset of the language's prepositions must bear a tense feature which agrees with the tense expressed on what Bowern and Aygen-Tosun describe as the subject agreement clitic which is hosted by the verb. (85) exemplifies this interesting data. Exploring this phenomenon further is beyond the scope of the present paper but the LFG account we present here for dependent-marked nominal TAM can extend naturally to accommodate such tense-marked prepositions in Titan. (85) Finally, although we are not aware of any explicit HPSG analysis of the data discussed here, in a paper on case stacking in Australian languages, Malouf (2001) suggests that modal case in Kayardild (see section 1), which appears on all non-subject clausal constituents and, in conjunction with the verb, specifies tense/mood values for the clause as a whole (Evans 1995 Thus, on this view, such tense-based case marking on nominals in Kayardild is treated as a form of concord whereby the (verbal) head shares its (modal) case feature with its dependents. Finite verbs in Kayardild, then, have (modal) case features which aren't morphologically expressed on the verb itself, but which spread (via the concord principle) to its list of dependents. There are a number of problems with this approach to modal case. Firstly, modal case crucially doesn't appear on subjects and subject-oriented adjuncts, as shown in the Kayardild examples repeated here from above. The case concord principle simply spreads the modal case feature onto all items of the dependents list, and thus would counterfactually predict that modal case appears on subjects also. (87) burn-APPR '(Look out), the embers are jumping into the bush, it might burn.' (ibid, 10-16) Furthermore, this head-driven view of modal case has other undesirable consequences. Firstly, as shown by the examples above, and discussed in detail by Evans (1995) , modal case works in conjunction with the verbal TAM inflection to fully define the TAM value for the clause as a whole. On this head-driven approach, however, such interaction is not captured. Rather, each TAM-inflected verb form simply assigns a modal case to its dependents: where one verb form co-occurs with a range of modal case values, multiple lexical entries for the verb need to be posited. Consider, for example, the apprehensive verbal inflection exemplified in the examples above. On the head-driven view the lexicon will be proliferated to contain three different lexical entries for each verb that can be inflected with the apprehensive suffix: one which spreads the modal oblique case as in (87); one which spreads the modal proprietive case, as in (88); and one which spreads the modal locative, as in (89). Each of these apprehensiveinflected verbs will have a slightly different TAM semantics, but the relationship between the modal case value spread to the dependents and the TAM semantics of the verb will be entirely coincidental; the generalization that the modal case value and the verbal TAM work together to fully specify the TAM value of the clause will remain uncaptured.
Additionally, it is not clear how this approach to TAM-inflected dependent nominals would extend to the other languages we have discussed, where there is no modal case feature to be spread. One possibility would be to treat the phenomenon as a form of tense concord, whereby the dependent nominals carry tense features in agreement with the verb which subcategorises for them. Such an approach may be reasonable where we do seem to have pure tense agreement morphology, that is, in cases where a nominal dependent of a verbal head is marked to agree with some TAM feature of the verbal head, such as in Lardil (see above). But positing intrinsic TAM features for nominal dependents of verbal heads does not capture the intuition concerning the data discussed here, in which the nominal elements directly co-describe or constrain the TAM values of the clause (or verbal projection) within which they appear. Furthermore, in some languages, such as Supyire and Chamicuro, the relevant distinction is not encoded on the verb at all making a concord analysis seemingly untenable.
Conclusion
This paper has presented an analysis of a little discussed phenomenon, that of clausal tense, aspect and mood marking occurring on nominals and other dependents. Building on previous work we have shown how a simple and intuitively appealling account of this phenomenon can be given in the lexicalist, constraintbased theory of LFG, using the model of constructive morphology developed within that framework. When clausally-interpreted tense, aspect and mood information is expressed morphologically on nouns and determiners what we have is a mismatch between the morphological expression of these properties and the domain within which they are interpreted: such nominals and determiners are morphologically tensed without themselves being temporally located by the tense marking, which is semantically interpreted with respect to the clause. The core of our analysis is the association of inside-out constraints with morphological formatives, which permits inflected words to contribute information not just to their own f-structures, but directly to the f-structures which contain them. A crucial advantage of the present approach emerges in the treatment of TAM marking on deeply embedded arguments, where our approach permits a direct relation to be stated between the morphological formative and the clausal fstructure within which it is (deeply) embedded, without the need for featural information to be passed up and down head chains. A further advantage of our approach emerges in consideration of (potentially long-distance) TAM marking which is restricted to certain categories of word, for example, Supyire mood marking, which is morphologically realized only on pronominals. If this relation is seen as a chain of local head-dependent relations, then it would be necessary to postulate mood distinctions as intrinsic featural properties of dependents which never overtly realize these properties. This is unnecessary on our approach. Finally, the inside-out approach extends gracefully to accommodate the existence of TAM marking on a variety of adjuncts (e.g. in Pitta Pitta, Kayardild and Chamicuro), without requiring any special mechanisms or alterations in our syntactic approach to adjuncts.
